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Introduction
Saltiness is one of the five established basic tastes; it is sensed by the passage of sodium ions through channels in the surface of the tongue. Although humans appear to have a liking for salt taste, overconsumption of salt is responsible for a number of serious health problems, and as a result, the World Health Organization (WHO) is recommending a reduction of sodium in the diet by 50% or more. Because only a small amount of the salt found in a U.S. diet is discretionary — i.e. added by the consumer — there is a lot of pressure on members of the food industry to find ways to reduce sodium in their products. In order to do this, it is necessary to explore ways to make foods that seem sufficiently salty to consumers while still reducing the actual sodium content.

Physical Structure
One possible route for salt reduction is to change the physical structure of the salt itself or the salted food; this can alter how the salt interacts with the tongue. One area that seems promising is addition of tasteless, safe materials to the salt in order to allow for a smaller salt particle size without agglomeration of the salt during storage. These smaller particles dissolve more rapidly in saliva and are able to be sensed more rapidly and with greater initial intensity as a result.

Both SALiTe™ and Soda-Lo® are products that utilize this strategy. SALiTe™, which is recommended for surface applications, processes a mixture of salt and a bulking agent until they reach an appropriately small size. Soda-Lo® uses atomization of an aqueous salt solution with added organic material to create hollow salt spheres that are well-suited for use in bread. Both create salt particles on a micron or smaller scale, and both boast a salt reduction of at least 50% in some tested cases. Alternatively, the structure of the food itself can be reexamined; in one study of saltiness perception in bread, creating contrasting low- and high-salt regions in the loaf allowed for a reduction of salt by 50% without a significant difference in perceived saltiness.

Phantom Aromas
Another possibility is the use of phantom aromas, odors at or below the detection threshold, to enhance the perception of salty taste. This has been well-established for sweet taste, but has only recently been investigated for saltiness. Lawrence et al. found that some odors, specifically sardine and ham, increased saltiness perception in a salt-free water solution. Sardine aroma was again found to enhance saltiness when it was applied in a more complex food matrix, a model cheese system. This increase has recently been shown to be dependent on salt concentration — products with low and moderate salt concentrations are more significantly enhanced by phantom aromas than those with more salt.

Congruent Flavors
In addition to phantom aromas, which must be added in low concentrations to prevent changing the overall flavor profile, some research has been done on adding larger amounts of flavors that are the same as or similar to flavors already present in the food. Batenburg and van der Velden compared chicken and beef broths with full salt to those with a 30% salt reduction but additional chicken or beef broth flavor. The stronger broth flavors restored much of the lost saltiness when added alone and all of the saltiness when used with a small amount of a more traditional, mineral-based salt replacer. A Japanese study that looked at dried bonito stock as a congruent flavor found it could compensate for a loss of up to 10% of the sodium in an egg custard while simultaneously improving palatability.

Umami Compounds
Some studies have shown that compounds more typically associated with the umami taste modality may in fact enhance salt perception, as well. For instance, Kremer et al. examined a substitution of soy sauce for simple table salt in salad dressing, tomato soup, and stir-fried pork. They found that by including the umami compounds and salty aromas of soy sauce they were able to reduce actual salt content by 50% in dressing, 17% in soup, and 29% in pork.

Combination of Effects: Plant Salt Substitutes
Spray-dried extracts of a number of plants were tested for their perceived saltiness. A composite powder made up of saltwort, sea tangle, and kukoshi was designed and designated the plant salt substitute (PSS). This PSS was able to create the same intensity of saltiness with only 57% of the sodium of standard table salt. This likely combines a number of the strategies described above, by containing both low-concentration (phantom) and high-concentration (congruent) aromas as well as an umami taste attribute.
Conclusions
Goals of worldwide sodium reduction will require increasingly innovative solutions. No single solution will be able to solve every problem — phantom aromas may work well in low-salt applications, for instance, but a different approach is likely needed for products that are higher in salt — and many of the most successful solutions will likely, as with the plant salt substitutes, combine a number of approaches.
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